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Resource recovery is an attractive alternative to the

waste disposal problem. The chief by-product of this

process, refuse derived fuel (RDF) can be co-fired in

traditional coal burning facilities.

The cement industry is a potential user of RDF. This

study, based on a test burn done at Texas Industries Inc. in

Midlothian, Texas, demonstrated the technical,

environmental, and economic feasibility of using RDF fuel in

a cement kiln.

Technically, the cement showed no deleterious effects

when RDF was substituted for coal/natural gas at 20% by Btu

content. Environmentally, acid rain gases were reduced.

Economically, RDF was shown to be a cost effective fuel

substitute if a resource recovery facility was erected on

site.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Establishment of Project Need

The average U.S. citizen currently generates about five

pounds of municipal solid waste (MSW) per day. The majority

of this waste is disposed of in sanitary landfills (1).

However, landfills themselves have problems of construction,

operation and environmental monitoring. Increases in

disposal costs combined with liability concerns for

groundwater monitoring, effluent collection, and liner

regulations intensify the problem of operating a landfill.

As land space decreases and concerns regarding soil and

groundwater contamination increase, many cities are

experiencing difficulties in finding suitable sites for new

landfills. Growing public concern over these issues has

caused many people to oppose the creation of new landfills

in their area. This opposition, known as the "not in my

backyard" (NIMBY) syndrome, has halted the plans for many

new landfills. In 1989, the Minnesota state legislature

made many changes in the current law which severely

restricted the construction of new landfills in their state

(2). The classic example of increasing public opposition to

the waste disposal problem is the 1988 Mobro barge which

carried 3100 tons of garbage 6,000 miles from New York down

1
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the U.S. coastline looking for a landfill in which to

dispose of the refuse (3). Clearly, a problem exists!

In the 1970's, mass burn incineration was considered an

alternate means of waste disposal. However, this method

resulted in increased air pollution as well as groundwater

contamination due to leaching of the resulting ash (4). In

the 1980's recycling dominated the news headlines with many

states adopting minimum recycling requirements. Public

participation in curbside recycling programs, however, has

traditionally been low, and enforcement and collection costs

can be quite high (5).

The energy potential of the 200 million tons of MSW

produced annually in the United States equals approximately

326 million barrels of oil (6). In order to tap this

resource, a more environmentally acceptable alternative to

mass incineration, and a more consistently effective

solution than curbside recycling is needed. One such

alternative is that of resource recovery followed by

incineration. This process involves the removal at a

central receiving site of compost materials, glass, metals,

plastics, and cardboard, which can then be recycled. The

chief by-product from this process is known as refuse-

derived fuel (RDF), which consists primarily of paper. RDF

has an energy value of about 7500 Btu/lb, similar to that of

lignite coal, and therefore could be used as an alternate

fuel in power plants, cement kilns, or any other coal
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burning facility. The use of RDF as an alternate fuel has

the potential to minimize three national problems

simultaneously:

1) Reduce landfills

2) Conserve our coal/natural gas resources

3) Reduce air emissions associated with burning coal

This study focuses on the technical, environmental, and

economic feasibility of using RDF as an alternate fuel in

the cement industry.

RDF Background Information

Several different types of resource recovery facilities

are in operation in the United States. While each of these

facilities utilizes slightly different processing equipment,

each employs the following basic process. Municipal solid

waste collection trucks enter the facility and dump the

refuse directly on the tipping floor. The solid waste is

then inspected for items too large for the system, such as

mattresses or large tree branches. The remaining refuse is

loaded by front-end loader onto a receiving conveyer. On

the conveyor, the refuse travels through a series of several

types of separation equipment, depending on the type of

processing. These include:

Rotary Drum Sieve

This machine separates out the smallest particle size

material, the "fines", from the other material. Fines
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consist primarily of organic material, which is composted

and recycled as soil enhancer.

Hand Sorting Station

Workers manually pick off high and low density plastic,

aluminum, glass and corrugated cardboard. Each of these

items is dropped into a separate bin and can be sold at

market value.

Shredders

Shredders reduce the larger materials into smaller

pieces. Several types of shredders, such as hammermills and

tub grinders, are used depending on the type of processing.

Magnetic Separators

Ferrous metal is removed magnetically and sold to a

foundry.

Air Classifiers

A stream of air separates the remaining material by

weight. The heavy materials fall to the bottom. These

materials consist of small pieces of glass, rock, and other

inert materials which must be landfilled. This fraction

consists of about 10-15% of the original volume of refuse.

The lighter materials, consisting primarily of paper, become

refuse derived fuel.

Dryers

Dryers are including in some, but not all, of the

processes. The dryers aid in removing some of the moisture

from the RDF.
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Densifiers

Densifiers compress the RDF into small pellets, about

the size of cigars, with a bulk density of approximately 40

lbs/ft 3 . This densified refuse derived fuel (dRDF) can then

be sold as a fuel source. A schematic diagram of one

processing system is found in Appendix A (7). Binders are

sometimes added at this stage to increase bulk density, aid

in storage and handling, and reduce biological degradation.

Binders

Several studies have been done to determine the binders

most capable of enhancing the properties of the RDF. A

pilot project done at the Jacksonville Naval Air Station in

1985 by Kenneth Daugherty of the University of North Texas

demonstrated that binders which were basic in nature and had

high surface areas were the most effective at increasing

storage time and ease of handling (8). A larger scale study

done in 1987 by Daugherty at Argonne National Laboratory

further demonstrated that Ca(OH) 2 binder reduced sulfur

dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions associated with burning

100% coal (9).

Cement Background Information

The U.S. Portland Cement industry has a total reported

cement clinker capacity of 83.8 million tons per year (10).

It requires approximately 500 pounds of bituminous coal (Btu

content 12,500 Btu/lb) or its energy equivalent to produce

one ton of portland cement (11). Thus, the cement industry
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burns about 20,950,000 tons of coal or its energy equivalent

in natural gas or waste derived fuel each year. If RDF were

used as a supplemental fuel, the potential natural resource

savings could be substantial. Studies done at Blue Circle

Industries in Westbury, England have shown that domestic

refuse can be burned with some success in a cement kiln

(12). The RDF processing system used at Blue Circle is

similar to those in the United States and is located

directly on the cement plant site. A study was also done at

Gulf Coast Cement in Houston, Texas. However, problems with

fuel handling, energy inconsistencies, and economics caused

the test to be discontinued (13).

Cement Manufacturing

The basic materials used in the manufacturing of

portland cement are limestone, marl, chalk, or sea shells to

provide the calcareous component; clay, sand, slate or shale

to provide the silica and alumina; and iron ore or mill

scale which make up the iron component (14). The raw

materials are stoichiometrically proportioned in a manner to

provide the desired chemical composition for any one of

fourteen different types of cement (15). The raw materials

are pulverized and properly blended in either a dry process

or a wet process where they are mixed with water to form a

slurry. After blending, the mixture is fed into the back

end (upper end) of a rotary kiln. Fuel is blown into the

front end (lower end) of the kiln resulting in burning
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temperatures of 2,600 to 3,000 degrees F. During the

process, several reactions occur. These reactions,

dehydration, calcination, and clinkerization, result in the

formation of cement clinker (16). The cement clinker is

then cooled and pulverized with small amounts of gypsum.

The finished product is known as portland cement. The

consistency of the kiln combustion conditions is a key

factor in producing quality portland cement. Traditionally,

coal, coke, oil and natural gas have been used to fire

cement kilns. Recently, waste derived fuels such as paint

sludge and waste solvents have also been used.



CHAPTER II

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

Project Plan

The overall objective of this research was to conduct a

definitive test program to determine the technical,

environmental, and economic feasibility of using refuse

derived fuel as a supplemental fuel in a cement kiln. In

order to better define the boundaries of this project,

specific tasks were developed as follows.

TASK # BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1 RDF Plant Visits-Project Discussion

2 Cement Plant Visits-Project Discussion

3 Selection of Appropriate Cement Facility

4 Development of Formal Plan

5 Obtain Needed Permits

6 RDF Specification and Shipping

7 Retrofitting of Cement Plant

8 Plant Tests-Sampling

9 Environmental Investigations

10 Testing of Samples

11 Economic Analysis

12 Preparation/Dissemination of Reports

8
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Project Implementation

First Test Burn

Initially, three cement plants were visited which

expressed interest in this project: Capitol Aggregate,

Gifford-Hill and Company, Incorporated, and Texas Industries

Incorporated. Gifford-Hill and Co. agreed to a test-grind

of three tons (6000 lbs) of densified refuse derived fuel

(dRDF) to determine whether the fuel pellets could be ground

with coal in their existing ball mill. The dRDF was emptied

onto a through-grate receiving hopper and into an enclosed

"screw" auger. The auger forces the material to a conveyer

which empties into the coal mill receiving hopper, thus

mixing the dRDF and coal.

Two substantial problems were encountered with this

process. First, as the auger forced the material to the

conveyor, the dRDF began to break apart easily and pack the

auger, causing the motor to stall. The dRDF which did make

it to the coal mill had further problems. As the mill

spins, the coal is thrown to the mill wall, where large

rollers along the sides of the wall finely crush the

material. Any coarse materials go over the side of the wall

and are discarded. The fines fall to the bottom where they

are drawn by vacuum and blown into the kiln. Because the

mill cannot be stopped, taken apart, and checked, the only

way to observe the performance of the dRDF was through kiln

performance. In the control room, the kiln is monitored by
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excess 02 content. If the fuel mix is rich, the 02 drops,

if the fuel is lean, the 02 rises. When the dRDF went into

the kiln, a sharp rise followed by a sharp fall in 02 was

noticed. This fluctuation suggested that the RDF was caking

up along the sides of the mill, then falling to the bottom

and blowing into the kiln in clumps. From this test we

determined that introducing the dRDF separate from the coal,

in order that a grinding method more suitable to the

characteristics of the RDF could be employed, might prove a

better method. Gifford-Hill, however, decided not to

continue the project.

Second Test Burn

A second cement facility, Texas Industries Inc. (TXI) had

separate inlet systems already provided on the front end of

their kiln, where the RDF could be introduced along-side,

but separate from, the coal. In order to use these inlets,

however, the dRDF would have to be "re-fluffed" at the plant

by shredding equipment. TXI agreed to a 72 hour test burn

where RDF would be substituted 20% by Btu content for their

current coal/natural gas mixture. In order to conduct the

test, however, a temporary permit had to be obtained from

the Texas Air Control Board. A copy of the permit is

presented in Appendix B.

Test Burn Process

Several weeks prior to the test burn, 159 tons of dRDF

were shipped by truck from Reuter Resource Recovery in Eden
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Prairie, Minnesota to TXI cement plant in Midlothian, Texas

The dRDF was stored in a decommissioned oil tank to protect

it from the elements. A stump grinder was rented and

modified to re-fluff the dRDF so that the particle size

would be small enough to allow the material to be air-borne

upon entering the kiln. A compressed air inlet was welded

onto the grinder to blow the material into the kiln. The

dRDF was loaded via front-end loader into a 12 X 10 X 10 ft.

receiving hopper. The bottom discharge of the hopper

discharged the dRDF onto a conveyor belt which was regulated

at 8 ft/min (0.13 ft/sec) to achieve the following Btu

replacement:

Current Kiln #4 Energy Requirement=
3,262,903 Btu/min

71 % Coal 14% Nat'l Gas 15% RDF

3,262,903 Btu/min * 0.15 = 490,090 Btu/min RDF

490,090 Btu/min RDF / 7140 Btu/lb = 68.64 lb/min RDF

68.64 lb/min RDF / 8.58 lb/ft = 8 ft/min

The conveyor belt fed the dRDF into the grinder where

the material was ground into pieces of about 2", which were

then blown into the end of the kiln, parallel to the coal

and natural gas feed pipes. The kiln was a 450 ft.long,

13.5 ft. diameter rotary kiln producing about 1000 tons of

cement clinker per day. The RDF was co-fired at rates of

between 15% and 20% by Btu content over a 65 hour period,
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except for occasional shut-downs due to equipment failure or

maintenance. Samples of coal, dRDF, kiln dust, and cement

clinker were taken on an hourly basis. Additionally, slurry

samples were taken every three hours. A total of 113 tons

of the dRDF were burned over the course of the test.

Test Burn Problems

Two major factors caused problems throughout the test

burn. The rented grinder was a tree/brush shredder, not

ideally suited for dRDF which is more malleable. The

grinder had to be modified extensively to attain a

consistent feed rate. Throughout the test, the grinder had

to be shut down due to clogging problems and for

maintenance. By the second day of testing, the blades were

beginning to dull, resulting in less efficient grinding and

larger RDF particle sizes. The grinder generated

substantial amounts of dust, and a vacuum truck hose had to

be fitted to help reduce particulate matter. By the end of

the second day, the air filter caught on fire and the motor

began to overheat, resulting in CO emissions into the kiln

floor room. These factors made it necessary for continual

observation and steady maintenance of the grinder. The

second major problem was due to the RDF itself. The quality

of the RDF was inadequate for this test. Throughout the

test various materials such as bricks, lead pipes, baling

wire, scrap metal, cans, and other foreign materials were

found in the RDF. As some of the materials went through the
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system, damage was done to the already suffering grinder,

and a puncture in the discharge pipe resulted in an 1 hour

15 minute shutdown. After the problem of RDF contamination

was recognized, continuous manually checks of the RDF were

made to remove any foreign material before it could reach

the grinder.

Test Burn Input Parameters

The raw feed mix, as well as, the three fuels were the

input parameters to the kiln. Three of the four inputs,

slurry, coal and RDF, were measured in order to account for

elements in the resulting cement clinker and kiln dust. The

natural gas was not analyzed since it has no ash residue,

and therefore would not contribute to the cement clinker and

kiln dust characteristics. The slurry was proportioned for

type ILA cement and was stabilized the day before the test.

Test Burn Coal Analysis

The coal burned during the test had the following

characteristics, as determined by TXI:

Btu content = 13,257 Btu/lb

Sulfur content = 0.77 %

Ash = 18.38 %

Test Burn Slurry Analysis
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The slurry analysis was performed by TXI using X-ray

analysis. The analytical results for the slurry are found

in Table I.

TABLE I

X-RAY ANALYSIS FOR TANK #12-TYPE ILA SLURRY

10/23 10/24 10/25 10/26 AVG SD

SiO, 12.93 12.81 12.78 12.88 12.85 0.12

Al,03 2.27 2.26 2.28 2.29 2.27 0.04

Fe,O 2.44 2.45 2.43 2.38 2.44 0.03

CaO 43.90 43.93 44.06 43.98 43.96 0.10

MgO 0.45 0.45 0.41 0.42 0.44 0.02

SO 1.21 1.22 1.17 1.18 1.20 0.03

P,05 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.00

TiO, 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.00

ZnO 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004 .001

Mn,O, 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.00

Na.0 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.01

K,0 0.47 0.47 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.02

Cl~ 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.071 0.072 .001

TOTAL 64.25 64.19 64.23 64.21 64.22 0.16
OXIDES

% H20 39.96 41.56 37.6 37.6 39.7 1.9

Test Burn RDF Analysis

Analytical test done on the RDF were performed by Twin

City Testing Corporation. The results from these tests as

well as the test methods used are found in Tables II-V.

These results are based on one grab sample taken by Reuter

Resource Recovery.
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TABLE II

RDF PROXIMATE ANALYSIS

PARAMETER TEST METHOD AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

TOTAL % ASTM D2961, 4.79
MOISTURE D3302, D3173

ASH % ASTM D3174 10.73 11.27

FIX CARBON% ASTM D3172 12.29 12.91

SULFUR % ASTM D3177 0.34 0.36

BTU/LB ASTM D2015 7008 7360

VOLATILE ASTM D3175 72.19 75.82
MATTER %

TABLE III

RDF ULTIMATE ANALYSIS

PARAMETER TEST METHOD AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

NITROGEN % ASTM D3179 0.62 0.65

CARBON % ASTM D3178 42.06 44.18

HYDROGEN % ASTM D3178 5.81 6.10

OXYGEN % ASTM D3176 35.65 37.43

CHLORINE % ASTM D4208 0.38 0.40
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TABLE IV

RDF ASH MINERAL COMPOSITION

ASTM D2795

TABLE V

RDF METAL ANALYSIS

PREPARED BY ASTM D2795 THEN RUN

BY ATOMIC ABSORPTION

Test Burn Results--Kiln Consistency

As mentioned before, the key factor in producing

quality portland cement is the consistency of the kiln

METAL RESULT

SILICON DIOXIDE % 41.79

ALUMINUM OXIDE % 20.78

FERRIC OXIDE % 1.90

TITANIUM OXIDE % 0.85

PHOSPHORUS PENTOXIDE % 0.14

CALCIUM OXIDE % 12.92

MAGNESIUM OXIDE % 1.89

SODIUM OXIDE % 3.03

POTASSIUM OXIDE % 2.86

SULFUR TRIOXIDE % 0.88

METAL RESULT

SrO, % 0.02

BaO, % 0.43

Mn3 O , % 0.10
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combustion conditions. Therefore, it was necessary to

compare the baseline kiln conditions with the kiln

conditions during the RDF test burn. Table VI summarizes the

feed end temperature and the chain section temperature for

the baseline and test burn, as monitored by the existing

kiln condition equipment at TXI.

TABLE VI

FEED END AND CHAIN SECTION TEMPERATURES (F)

FOR BASELINE CONDITIONS AND RDF TEST BURN

FEED END TEMP. (F) CHAIN SECTION
TEMPERATURE (F)

BASELINE (5-DAY 472.9 1280.4
AVERAGE)

10/23/91 472.1 1382.6

10/24/91 470.6 1369.8

10/25/91 477.0 1369.8

10/26/91 471.5 1353.5

From these results, it was determined that kiln conditions

could be maintained at a consistent level with the use of

RDF as a supplemental fuel.

Test Burn Results--Cement Ouality

It was also necessary to test the actual quality of the

cement clinker and of the resulting cement itself. These

results, as determined by TXI, are given in Tables VII and

VIII.
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TABLE VII

X-RAY ANALYSIS OF TYPE ILA CLINKER

BASELINE 10/23 10/24 10/25 10/26 AVG %
CHANGE
FROM
BASELINE

SiO, 21.71 21.72 21.76 21.84 21.99 0.55 %

A17, 4.79 4.70 4.81 4.88 4.94 0.84 %

FeO. 3.71 3.87 3.83 3.77 3.77 2.79 %

CaO 66.58 67.03 66.99 66.92 67.04 0.63 %

MgO 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.90 0.91 -2.13 %

SO 0.45 0.21 0.21 0.28 0.23 -48.89 %

P,0 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0 %

TiO, 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.25 0.25 8.70 %

ZnO 0.013 0.016 0.015 0.015 0.012 11.54 %

MnO0 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.32 1.61 %

Na,0 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.22 -4.35 %

K20 0.43 0.29 0.26 0.26 0.24 -39.53 %

TOTAL 99.63 99.77 99.86 99.90 100.2 --------
OXIDE

Cl- 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0 %

C3S 64.10 66.83 -65.62 64.13 63.27 1.34 %

C2S 13.91 11.86 12.87 14.24 15.32 -2.44 %

C3A 7.65 7.19 7.57 7.88 8.01 0.13 %

C4AF 11.29 11.78 11.67 11.46 11.47 2.75 %

CaSO4 0.77 0.37 0.35 0.47 0.39 -48.05 %

FREE 0.99 0.94 1.73 1.25 1.44 35.35 %
LIME

In these test results, a decrease by almost 50% in SO3

is observed. This can be accounted for by the fact that the

RDF has a lower sulfur content than the bituminous coal
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used. Decreases were also observed in the alkalies and in

CaSO 4 as a direct result of the decrease in SO3 . Increases

were observed in TiO 2 , ZnO. These increases were relatively

small, and owing to the small values of the numbers, this

change could simply be due to instrument insensitivity or

fluctuations. An increase of over 35% was observed in the

free lime content. Increased free lime is generally a

measure of incomplete burning conditions in the kiln

combustion zone, resulting in a decrease in C3S. However,

the C3S actually increased about 1%, and burning

temperatures were slightly higher than the baseline.

Further investigations showed that the RDF had a CaO content

of almost 13%. Because the raw mix is designed to attain

complete reaction of each component, the CaO contributed by

the RDF was in excess, resulting in an increase in the free

lime. To avoid this problem, the limestone in the original

mix could simply be reduced by 13%.
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TABLE VIII

PHYSICAL TESTING RESULTS-TYPE ILA CEMENT

TEST METHOD BASELINE TEST BURN
CEMENT CEMENT

NORM CONS ASTM C187 25.2 % 25.1 %

AUTOCLAVE ASTM C151 0.00 0.10
EXPANSION

GILLMORE ASTM C266 INT. 2:58 INT. 3:00
FIN. 5:02 FIN. 5:00

VICAT ASTM C187 INT. 1:48 INT. 1:55
FIN. 4:00 FIN. 4:10

% FLOW ASTM C109 113 113

% AIR ASTM C185 7.9 5.4

COMPRESSIVE ASTM C109 1848 1699
STRENGTH
1 DAY

3 DAY 3348 3363

7 DAY 4206 4253

28 DAY 5419 5409

FALSE SET C451 81.0 73.3

-325 C430 92.2 92.9

BLAINE C204 357 338

The typical physical cement parameters listed above

show that normal consistency, setting time (Gillmore and

Vicat), flow, false set, fineness (-325) and permeability

(Blaine), for the cement produced during the test burn was

not different from that of baseline cement. The autoclave

expansion, however, was significantly higher for the test

burn than for the baseline studies. Increased autoclave

expansion, a measure of the free lime which is not combined
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in the clinkering process, can cause low early strength.

As noted in the clinker analysis, free lime for the test

burn was higher than for the baseline, and therefore a

higher autoclave expansion is expected. However, note that

although the 1 day compressive strength is less for the test

burn, the long-term compressive strength of the cement is

not affected.

Technical Conclusions

The actual process of cofiring the RDF with coal is

clearly technically feasible. The cement quality does not

appear to be deleteriously affected.



CHAPTER III

ENVIRONMENTAL FEASIBILITY

Environmental Aspects Studied

The TXI cement plant, located in Midlothian, Texas, is

approximately 25 miles from Dallas. The area is chiefly

industrial and agricultural. Two other cement plants are

located within a 5 mile radius of TXI. This environmental

study focuses chiefly on air quality by comparing baseline

emissions to those of the test burn. However, samples of

kiln dust, which are landfilled, were also analyzed, to more

completely determine the environmental feasibility of

burning RDF as an alternate fuel.

Air Quality

Emissions from kiln #4 were discharged from a stack 200

ft. above the ground at a velocity of 40.5 feet per second.

The baseline and test burn emissions for S02, NO,, and HCl

are as found in Table IX. The S02 and NOX emissions were

determined from the hourly monitoring system in the cement

plant by TXI, the HCl emissions were determined by Mullins

Environmental Testing Co. (METCO) on samples taken from

within the stack.

22
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TABLE IX

EMISSION STUDIES FOR STACK #4

(LB/HOUR EMITTED)

POLLUTANT EMISSION BASELINE TEST BURN % CHANGE
LIMIT

S07 _ 1408 460 370 -20 %

NOX 500 320 210 -34 %

HCl 9 7 25 +238%

Discussion of Emission Results

From these results, a decrease of 20% in SO2 and of 34% in

NOX were observed. These reductions are consistent with

previous studies of RDF combustion in comparison to coal.

These reductions are contributable to the lower amounts of

sulfur and nitrogen in the RDF as well as the decreased

availability of 02 to combine with nitrogen due to the high

fuel/air ratio. Also, a significant increase in HCl is

observed. This is attributable to the high amounts of Cl-

in the RDF in the forms of plastic and inorganic salts.

These HCl levels can cause corrosion to the equipment,

especially to the refractory brick inside the kiln. For

this reason, the HCl would have to be better controlled if

RDF was used as an alternate fuel on a long-term basis. Two

possible solutions to the HCl problems are: 1) addition of

Ca(OH) 2 binder to the RDF to neutralize the HCl, and 2)

better quality control of the RDF to remove more of the

plastics. Note, however, that plastics contribute to the
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Btu content of the fuel. Therefore, an optimum level of

plastic would need to be determined which maximized the Btu

content, while keeping HCl levels within emission limits.

Dioxin and Furan Analysis

The Texas Air Control Board also required dioxin and

furan analysis to be done during the test burn. METCO was

contracted to run these analyses. Samples were taken at

sampling ports on the stack approximately 86.5 feet from the

inlet to the stack and approximately 94 feet from the outlet

of the stack. A total of twelve traverse points (six

traverse points from two ports) were sampled. Samples of

twenty-minute duration were taken isokinetically at each of

these twelve points using an EPA-type, heated, glass-lined

probe. The samples were taken using Modified Method 5

procedures (17). The samples were then transported to

METCO's environmental laboratory for analysis and

evaluation. The report provided results for analysis of

tetra through octa chlorinated dioxins and furans from

emission samples collected during the test burn. Tables X

and XI summarize these results.
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TABLE X

AVERAGE POLYCHLORINATED DIBENZODIOXINS AND FURANS RESULTS

POLYCHLORINATED POLYCHLORINATED
DIBENZODIOXINS DIBENZOFURANS

(lbs/hr) (lbs/hr)

Baseline 8.55*107 1.02*10-6

Test Burn 1.21*10-6 4.35*10-7

TABLE XI
SUMMARY OF DIOXIN AND FURAN RESULTS

BASELINE RUN #1 RUN #2
(lbs/hr) (lbs/hr) (lbs/hr)

2378-Tetrachloro- 1.29*108 N.D.* N.D.*
dibenzodioxin

12378-Pentachloro- 2.99*109 <7.73*109 5. O1*10-9
dibenzodioxin

123478-Hexachloro- 8.23*109 1.03*10-8 4.45*109
dibenzodioxin

123678-Hexachloro- 2.02*10-8 2.45*10-8 9.46*109
dibenzodioxin

123789-Hexachloro- 2.84*10-8 2.38*10-8 7.79*109
dibenzodioxin

1234678- 1. 04*107 9. 01*10-8 2.34*10-8
Heptachloro-
dibenzodioxin

Octachloro- 4.03*107 4.96*10-8 2. 11*10-8
dibenzodioxin

2378-Tetrachloro- 6.96*109 1.03*10-8 8.34*10-9
dibenzofuran

12378-Pentachloro- 8. 66*109 8. 37*109 <4.45*109
dibenzofuran

23478-Pentachloro- 1.26*10-8 <2.19*10-8 9.46*10-9
dibenz ofuran

123478-Hexachloro- 4.38*10-8 <5.79*10-9 7.23*109
dibenzofuran
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123678-Hexachloro- 2.26*108 <3.22*109 2.78*10-9
dibenzofuran

234678-Hexachloro- 4.27*10-8 6.44*10~9 <3.89*109
dibenzofuran

123789-Hexachloro- 1. 27*10~8 N.D.** N.D.**
dibenzofuran

1234678- 8.82*108 4.51*109 1.11*10-8
Heptachloro-
dibenzofuran

1234789- 6.94*10-8 N.D.* N.D.*
Heptachloro-
dibenzo furan

Octachloro- 6.49*10-7 N.D.*** <8.34*10-9
dibenzofuran

Total Tetrachloro- 7.30*10-8 3.41*10-7 2.45*10-7
dibenzodioxin

Total Pentachloro- 3.61*10-8 3.93*10-7 2.17*10-7
dibenzodioxin

Total Hexachloro- 1.35*10-7 6.57*10-7 2.45*10-7
dibenzodioxin

Total Heptachloro- 2.08*10-7 1.93*107 5.40*10-8
dibenzodioxin

Total Tetrachloro- 8.12*10-8 3.67*107 1.95*107
dibenzofuran

Total Pentachloro- 1.09*107 1.74*10-7 6.68*108-
dibenzofuran

Total Hexachloro- 1.71*107 1.80*10-8 2.28*10-8
dibenzofuran

Total Heptachloro- 2.19*107 6.44*10-9 2.06*10-8
dibenzofuran

Total 4.51*10.7 1.63*10-6 7.82*107
Polychlorinated
Dibenzodioxins

Total 5.82*107 5. 65*107 3. 05*107
Polychlorinated
Dibenz o furans

N.D.- Not Detected
*Detection Limit=0.04 ng
**Detection Limit=0.03 ng
***Detection Limit=0.06 ng
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Discussion of Dioxin/Furan Results

According to METCO, the two tests for dioxins and furan

appeared to be representative of the actual emissions during

the test burn (18). The average total polychlorinated

dibenzodioxins for the two tests was 1.21 * 10-6 lbs/hr, and

the average total polychlorinated dibenzofurans was 4.35 *

10-7 lbs/hr. The percent moisture for the two tests were

within 2.8% of the mean, and the measured flow rates were

within 0.9% of the mean (19).

Note that the 2378-tetrachlorinated dioxin level,

considered to be the most toxic isomer, is below the

detection limit.

Ash Analysis

Because the materials entering the kiln (both in terms

of the raw feed and the fuel) are finely ground solids, the

kiln gases are laden with dust. Most of the dust (90-99%)

is recovered by an electrostatic precipitator and

landfilled. Table XI is a summary of the chemical analysis

of both the baseline and test burn kiln dust, as reported by

TXI.
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TABLE XII

KILN DUST X-RAY ANALYSIS

of Kiln Dust Results

From these analyses, an increase is observed in the S03

and the alkalies. Note that these three parameters were

decreased in the cement clinker, suggesting that they

remained in the gas stream until precipitated out as kiln

dust. These data are limited, however, in that it lacks

trace elemental analysis; the presence of trace metals in

the ash could cause environmentally adverse effects if they

leached into the groundwater.

BASE- 10/23 10/24 10/25 10/26 DIFF.
LINE

SiO, 12.92 10.20 9.39 10.28 9.46 -3.09

Al07 4.34 3.85 3.55 3.83 3.51 -0.66

Fe,0. 2.35 1.86 1.71 1.87 1.73 -0.56

CaO 41.74 28.21 25.30 29.06 26.89 -14.38

MgO 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.52 0.49 -0.02

S03 11.36 19.13 21.03 18.89 21.09 8.68

PO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .00

TiO, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .00

ZnO 0.35 0.09 0.14 0.11 0.12 -0.24

Mn,03 0.22 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 -0.07

Na,0 0.82 1.50 2.18 1.84 2.39 1.16

K,0 7.31 17.27 18.91 15.91 18.64 10.37

CL- 0.140 0.086 0.107 0.095 0.087 -0.05

Iftff m1b. M.F Ift, .ft W..w Ww Wl. Iftw 0 a %W M6. J6 % dh. -1h. a & A-W %ft 6-9 %0 46 %'W-o %.f %.& J6 %0 bwFLi L Q-) %.0 " 02 U2 L w a IDiscussion



CHAPTER IV

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY

Structure of the Economic Feasibility Study

It was necessary to examine the benefits and the costs

associated with burning RDF as an alternate fuel in a cement

kiln to determine whether or not it is an economically

feasible substitute. In general, benefit-cost analysis is a

systematic tool used to help guide decision-makers by

providing useful information about the possible effects of a

given program (20). The first half of this analysis, the

benefits, is divided into two sections: private benefits and

social benefits. The second half of the analysis examines

the costs.

This study focuses on co-firing RDF with the

coal/natural gas mixture currently used at TXI. It examines

the potential costs and benefits of three alternative

methods of co-firing RDF, in addition to the implicit "no

action" alternative of continuing with the current fuel:

1) Shipping RDF from the nearest available facility,

Jeep Recovery Systems, in Linden, Texas.

2) Building a 200 ton per day (tpd) resource recovery

plant on site and manufacturing the RDF for private

use.

29
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3) Building a 400 tpd resource recovery plant on site

and manufacturing the RDF for private use.

Potential Benefits

Some simple calculations can show the enormous

potential benefits of co-firing RDF in cement plants. TXI

currently produces approximately 1.2 million tons of cement

clinker per year (21), burning about 300,000 tons of coal

per year. Based on this study, RDF could be substituted for

coal at 20% by Btu content, resulting in a coal savings of

60,000 tons per year. The state of Texas produces 9.7

million tons of cement clinker per year (22). Use of RDF

state-wide could therefore result in a savings of over

485,000 tons of coal per year. Coal savings for the United

States, producing 83.8 million tons of cement clinker per

year, could be 4,190,000 tons per year, from the cement

industry alone!

Private Benefits

Income from Tipping Fees

One of the private benefits of setting up a resource

recovery plant is the income generated from the fees paid by

the garbage collectors to dump their garbage. These fees

are known as "tipping fees". The objective will be to

maximize the profits from tipping fees, while still keeping

fees low enough to insure an adequate supply of waste.

Midlothian currently produces about 57 tons of municipal
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solid waste per day (23). In order to maximize the usage of

either a 200 tpd or 400 tpd plant, refuse would have to be

brought in from surrounding areas. The Duncanville

landfill, located approximately four miles outside of

Midlothian, services Midlothian, Ducanville, and District 4

of Ellis County (24). The current amount of waste being

dumped in the Duncanville landfill is 4016 tons per month,

or about 134 tons per day (25). It is conceivable that all

of the refuse currently being dumped in the Duncanville

landfill could be hauled to a resource recovery facility on

the cement plant site instead. The current tipping fee for

Midlothian is $7.25/ton (26). In order to maximize the use

of the 400 tpd facility, some of the Dallas municipal solid

waste would also have to be rerouted to the plant. The

Dallas McCommas landfill services 1,592 tons of MSW per day

(27). This landfill is located approximately 25 miles from

Midlothian, which would result in a slightly higher hauling

cost.

Assuming a tipping fee of $7.25/ton, the revenue

generated from tipping fees would be:
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For a 200 tpd facility: (Assume 260 working days/year)

$7.25/ton * 200 ton/day * 260 days/year = $377,000/year

A 400 tpd facility would generate twice as much income, or

$754,000/year.

Income from Recyclables

Another benefit associated with operating a resource

recovery facility is the sale of recyclable materials

extracted from the collected refuse. The market value of

the recyclable materials in the municipal solid waste

stream, shown in the following table, is based on a study

done by Jeep Recovery Systems in October 1990 . These

figures vary somewhat with the seasons.

TABLE XIII

INCOME FROM RECYCLABLES FOR

200 AND 400 TPD SYSTEMS

MATERIAL % OF TPD TPD $/TON $/YEAR $/YEAR
MSW <200> <400> <200> <400>

CARDBOARD 1.5 3.0 6.0 42 32,760 65,520

GLASS 13.0 26.0 52.0 60 405,600 811,200

FERROUS 4.0 8.0 16.0 50 104,000 208,000

PLASTIC 3.1 6.2 12.4 140 225,680 451,360

ALUMINUM 0.4 0.8 1.6 1,100 228,800 457,600

TOTAL 1___47.0 88.0 996,840 1,993,680
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Reduction of Coal Costs

An added benefit of using RDF as an alternate fuel is

the reduction of coal needed to fire the cement kiln. TXI

burns about 300,000 tons of coal per year (or the energy

equivalent of natural gas at the same price.)

A 200 tpd resource recovery plant would produce about

100 tpd RDF. Based on an average Btu content of 7,500

Btu/lb, the following amount of energy could be generated

per day by the 200 tpd facility.

100 ton/day * 2000 lb/ton* 7500 Btu/lb=1,500,000,000 Btu/day

The reduction in coal usage per day would therefore be:

1.50*109 Btu/day * lb coal/12500 Btu * ton/2000 lbs=60 tons

TXI's current shipped coal costs are $37 per ton (28).

The economic savings resulting from the reduction in coal

usage would then be:

60 tons/day * $37/ton = $2,220 per day or $810,300 per year.

Similarly, a 400 tpd resource recovery plant would

produce about 200 tpd RDF; the amount of energy generated

per day for the 400 tpd plant would be:

200 ton/day * 2000 lb/ton* 7500 Btu/lb=3,000,000,000 Btu/day
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The reduction in coal usage per day would be:

3.0*109 Btu/day * lb coal/12500 Btu * ton/2000 lbs= 120 tons

The economic savings resulting from the above coal

savings would be:

120 tons/day* $37/ton=$4,440 per day or $1,620,600 per year.

Table XIII is a summary of the private benefits of

using RDF.

TABLE XIV

SUMMARY OF PRIVATE BENEFITS

RDF Shipped from RDF Manufactured on site
Nearest Facility 200 tpd 400 tpd

-------------------------------------------------------
Income from
Tipping Fees* 0.00 377,000 754,000

Income from
Recyclables* 0.00 996,840 1,993,680

Reduction of
Coal Costs* 810,300 810,300 1,620,600

Totals 810,300 2,184,140 4,368,280

* $/year

Social Benefits

The information presented in the social benefits

portion of this study is quite complex and contains some

degree of uncertainty. Many of the assumptions made may be
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interpreted differently by different individuals. The goal,

however, is to provide a basis of information as a tool for

decision-making. To keep the study manageable, only those

benefits which befall the residents of the Midlothian, Texas

area are considered, although there may well be benefits at

the state-wide, nation-wide and global levels.

Reduction of Landfills

One of the social benefits produced is the reduction of

the growth of landfills. Approximately 134 tons of MSW are

dumped in the Duncanville landfill each day. The current

estimated space available is 448,000 tons (29). At this

rate, the Duncanville landfill will be full in a little over

nine years. If this waste were rerouted to a resource

recovery facility, the life of the landfill would be

lengthened extensively. Approximately 90% of the MSW which

enters a resource recovery facility can be recycled either

directly or in the form of RDF, with the remaining 10%

landfilled. Therefore, 134 tons * 0.10 = 13.4 tons would

then have to be landfilled daily (4,891 tons yearly). Given

that 448,000 tons of space is remaining in the Duncanville

landfill, the life of the landfill would be lengthened to 92

years.
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The cost of expanding the current landfill is predicted

by the Duncanville Solid Waste Department as follows:

land cost $800,000
relocation of pipeline $278,000
liner $30,000
scales $30,000
permanent fence $15,300
concrete ramp $5,000

Total $1,158,300

This value must be adjusted for inflation. The

following calculations assume an inflation rate of 5%.

10 year total = $1,158,300 * (1 + 0.05) 10 = $1,886,749

93 year total = $1,158,300 * (1 + 0.05) 93 = $108,250,000

The present value for these totals is as follows

(assuming a conservative discount rate of 10%):

PV at 10 years = $1,886,749 / (1 + 0.1) 10 = $727,423

PV at 93 years = $108,250,000 / (1 + 0.1) 93 $15,308

PV Savings = PV at 10 years - PV at 93 years = $712,115
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To determine the average benefit per year, the

following calculation must be made:

r/(l-(1/1+r)") * PV = A

Where r = the discount rate, 10% ; n = the number of years

for the payoff; PV = Present Value; A = yearly payment.

This results in a yearly benefit of $93,624 over a 15-year

period.

Other Social Benefits

Other social benefits which are not easily quantifiable

include:

. good will generated in the community

. conservation of our coal/gas resources on the
national level

. decreased health problems due to decrease in
acid rain emissions

. decreased ecological probelms caused by acid
rain emissions

. added jobs to the community

. long-term delay of rising tipping fees caused by
building new landfills

Costs

The costs of co-firing RDF with coal in a cement plant

include the costs of constructing and operating a resource

recovery facility (in two of the alternative scenarios,) and

permitting, testing and retrofitting costs. Additionally,

shipped RDF fuel costs must be included in one of the

alternative scenarios.
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Costs of an On-site Resource Recovery Facility

There are many costs associated with constructing and

operating a resource recovery facility to manufacture RDF as

a fuel source on-site at a cement plant.

Resource Recovery Facility--Capital and Labor

Capital costs include equipment, construction,

engineering/project development, maintenance, utilities,

labor/personnel, benefits, general administration, and

landfill costs. For a complete breakdown of the various

costs estimated by Jeep Recovery System, see Appendix 3.

Capital costs for the 200 tpd facility are based on plant

being constructed in Linden, Texas by Jeep Recovery Systems.

Figures for the 400 tpd plant are extrapolated from the 200

tpd figures since actual 400 tpd figures are not available.

The facility is a county project, paid for through bonds.

Therefore, the total amount will not be due until the end of

the 15-year contract. Table XV is breakdown of the capital

and operating costs for the 200 tpd facility of this 15 year

period.
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TABLE XV

CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS FOR 200 TPD FACILITY

($/YEAR)

YEAR CAPITAL OPERATING TOTAL PRESENT
VALUE

1 0.00 1,357,313 1,357,313 1,233,921

2 0.00 "t_"f_1,121,746

3 0.00 "f 1,019,769

4 0.00 "_" _ 927,063

5 0.00 842,785

6 ,0.00 "_"_766,168

7 0.00 696,516

8 0.00 "_" _ 633,197

9 0.00 575,633

10 0.00 "_"_523,303

11 0.00 "_"_474,730

12 0.00 "_"_432,482

13 0.00 "_"_393,165

14 0.00 "_"_357,423

15 3,842,489 " 5,199,802 1,244,791

The sum of the present value for years 1-15 is

$11,243,692. The average payment over the 15 year period

would be $1,478,251 per year.

Resource Recovery Facility--Land

Because TXI already owns land suitable for a resource

recovery facility, it is necessary to quantify land costs in

terms of the lost opportunity of using the land for other
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purposes. In this case, the lost opportunity is simply that

of selling the land to a buyer at the market price.

It requires about 6.1 acres of land to erect a 200 tpd

facility. The current land price in Midlothian is $10,000

per acre. Therefore, the opportunity cost would be a total

of $61,000, or $8,020 per year for 15 years. Similarly, for

the 400 tpd facility, 11 acres would be required, resulting

in a total opportunity cost of $110,000, or $14,462 per year

for 15 years.

Permitting and Testing Costs

As mention previously, the Texas Air Control Board

requires extensive air emissions testing before issuing a

permit for a new or modified facility. Mullins

Environmental Testing Co. contracted to run these tests for

$150,000, (for comparative purposes, this would be an

average of $19,721 per year over the 15-year time frame).

Retrofitting Costs

In order to use the RDF in the cement kiln along with

coal, some retrofitting is required. TXI estimated a total

of $120,00 for conveyor belts, storage, and an airlock

blower. Again, this averages $15,777 per year over the 15-

year period. An additional $20,000 would be needed for

grinding equipment if the RDF were shipped in densified form

from an outside facility.
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RDF Fuel Costs

RDF fuel costs would only be incurred if the fuel were

shipped from an outside facility. The nearest resource

recovery plant to the TXI cement plant will be the Jeep

Recovery Systems plant in Linden, Texas, due to be in

operation by summer 1991. This plant will charge $20.00 per

ton for the RDF. Additionally, Central Freight Lines quoted

a price of $16.60 per ton for shipping, not including

loading or unloading. This would bring the total to $36.60

per ton. If the cement plant shipped 100 tons per day

(maximum capacity of Linden plant), the yearly RDF fuel cost

would be:

100 ton/day * $36.60/ton * 365 day/year = $1,335,900/year.

Table XV summarizes the costs of each of the three

alternatives for co-firing RDF at a cement plant.
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TABLE XVI

SUMMARY OF COSTS

($/YEAR)

Benefit/Cost Analysis

The benefit/cost ratio is simply the total benefits divided

by the total costs. A alternative with a ratio greater than

1 is considered to be cost effective. Table XVI is a summary

of these calculations.

COST RDF SHIPPED RDF MANUFACT- RDF MANUFACT-
FROM NEAREST URED ON SITE URED ON SITE
FACILITY 200 TPD 400 TPD

CAPITAL + 0.00 1,478,251 2,610,337
LABOR__

LAND 0.00 8,020 14,462

PERMITTING/ 19,721 19,721 19,721
TESTING

RETROFITTING 18,406 15,777 15,777

RDF FUEL 1,335,900 0.00 0.00
COSTS

TOTAL 1,374,027 1,521,769 2,660,297
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TABLE XVII

BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS

SHIPPING MANUFACTURED MANUFACTURED
FROM NEAREST ON SITE ON SITE
RDF FACILITY 200 TPD 400 TPD

TOTAL PRIVATE 810,300 2,184,140 4,368,280
BENEFITS

($/YR)_

TOTAL SOCIAL 0 93,624 93,624
BENEFITS
($/YR)

TOTAL COSTS 1,374,027 1,521,769 2,660,297
($/YR)

BENEFIT/COST 0.59 1.50 1.68
RATIO 0___1_ 1

Economic Feasibility Conclusions

Based on the benefit/cost analysis, shipping RDF from

the nearest facility to use as an alternative fuel does not

seem to be economically feasible. However, both the 200 tpd

and 400 tpd plants manufacturing RDF on site appear to be

quite cost effective, with the 400 tpd plant being the most

attractive.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that both technically and

environmentally RDF can be successfully co-fired in a cement

kiln. Modifications to the fuel feed system would have to

be made, and strict quality control of the RDF would be

necessary. Monitoring of emission gases would also be

necessary with possible lime binder additions made to the

RDF to decrease the HCl emissions. Also, trace metal

analysis on the kiln dust would be necessary. Based on the

economic analysis, the most attractive of the considered

alternatives is the construction of a 400 tpd resource

recovery facility on the cement plant site, with the

resulting RDF fed directly to the cement kiln to replace 20%

of the plant's current fuel energy needs. There is hope

that, while many economists are saying that the Clean Air

Act Amendments of 1990 will cost coal-burning industries

billions of dollars a year (30), this approach may allow

innovative cement companies to dramatically reduce air

pollution and slow the growth of landfills while creating a

new avenue for profits.
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APPENDIX A

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF

REUTER RECOVERY SYSTEM
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APPENDIX B

TEXAS AIR CONTROL BOARD PERMIT
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TEXAS AIR CONTROL BOARD
FORX P1-l, GENERAL APPLICATION

A PERMIT TO CONSTRUCT NUST U APPROVED BEFORE ANY ACTUAL WORK IS OUX ON TIE FACZIIIZZS.
this is not a staudtoe dMnt. Please efer to the Permit Aptication instrtictions for specific dotaiLs r~ire tocaetee the e tication. Pease print or type a information requested. AM information rAeste dhrein me ted suinitt before "L tic notification procamres my be authoried. Pease contact the CU Sectio at me permitsDivision with any questions at 512/431-5711. Written nqiriMes y be addressed to: Taxas Air Controawt, PermitsDivision, 6330 ig s 29O M ast, AiAMln TX 78723.

I. APPLICATION is for: [ -COSTRUCTION PUMNT' [X I-AX DE
Owner: ThXAC t 4af Tnr

Zinotum nmins) at praopistar or gwmast partner(s) if appticaoMe
State Comptroller's Tax ID No (Owner): '7 05 -R210

Owner's address (Person, Title, Address):e7Q :timmans FreeWAY.Z5.aQas-Tx-75247

Permit issued to:

State C Us*aller' ax I No (Prmittee):
Permittees address (Person, Title, Address):

Technical Contact (Person, Title, Addrss :Eric T line@er. Senior Envirormental Engineer
7010 tpmnq ro@Wa nlas. loas 746 nr

Telephone(QJ214 647Principal Company Product or Business: Cement Mandfacturing
Plant siC Code: 3241

11.* ncu.Z= PNTSZCAL LOXTZ0U
A. Naw of plant or site: Midlothian Cement Plan __
S. Street Addreoss: 245 Ward Road
C. Nearest CitytMidlathian Comt y: lj1,ssite zip Code:7605
a. Latitude1jZs2e .,, 47 Lonqitudes 97 01 ' (8 M be to nearest second)
S. Plant TICN Account Number:FDL .j-00 -15

M. PAC=.ZTr M!M O OPMATrZI 5 .
A. Name of facility to be permitted: m Klf4
S. facility Type (Check One): (X-Pe"mnent, ( -Portable.
C. Facility Operating schedules (.2sours/day; (JLJDays/weeks (2 Weeks/year

(-JSeasonal -explain:

0. Start Dates (Propoed/Actual): Construction:J T (P 7
Operation:.9./ . (P/A)

IV. F7AC743I C L mn2WwCMC (Cneck applicable blocks):
A.- ( -New Facility -
3. (X-Modification of facility (See Section 382.003(7) of Texas 3Ealth A Safety Code)( X-preseet Permit No(s).: R1360A - _ or ( J-pacility is not permitted.
C. ( ]-Change in Location (Present Location,

3 
1-Present Permit No(s).C or ( I-Facility is not permitted.

V. SUNUT =Z Y muss. IXC2ZON:
A.1 Submit an area jap as Specified in the Instructions.
A.2 Submit a plot plan of the plant property as specified in the Instructions.A.3 Data requested in A.l - A.2 were previously submitted under Permit No.R1360A

(pdate will be required if any changes were made.)
8. Submit mission data, including fugitive emissions and stack parameters, onTable 1(a). Attach emission calculations and information showing how emissionswere determined. See Instructions for further details.
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IZAAM ALsA .Uusww u ovan

FORI PI-I, GENERAL APPLICATION

V. (Cot'd)
C. Submit an analysis of Sest Available Control Technology, including the estimated

installed capital and operating costs for all abatement equipment assocatd with
the facility. See Instructions for further details.

V2 T I M PVO R T A NTI
0. Prmuchise. Tax. Submit a copy of a Certificate of Good Standing from the state

COpteller s of fice with each appLicatiom if the permit is to be issued toa
nerporatiem. See Instractioas if you ae mnet a COrporation or for further
imfermaties.'-

X. eania_.rs. zmclose required fee, fee certification and estimated capital cost
(Table 30); or furnish erplamatiom why fee is not required. (See Reguatioc VI
Rule 116.11.)

VI .SUBIT T =FLLOWING PROCMS I Oam t om Inutunlm m e mE cidetiat Infomation):
A. Submit a process flow diagram as specified in the Instructions.
S. Submit a process description as specified in the Instructions.
C. Submit a material balance as specified in the Instructions.

VI. C X IER 32 FOR @lRPC T G A -ERMZMU
Submit itemized information and/or analysis that will demonstrate that all
consideration for granting a construction permit as specified in Rule 116.3(a) of
TACS Regulation V are met. Inch ra mirment in Rule 116.3 a must be addressed in
the anulieption. See IstructimW for further details. Atmospheric dispersion
modeling may be required as part of the air quality impact analysis.

VII. A AV L PnC=s
Board Rule 116.5 (amendment) or 116.10(f) (Construction permit) should be consulted
for the procedure to be used to appeal the failure of the agency to process an
application within the time Limits prescribed in.the applicable rule.

II. A copy of the application and all a2tac mnts ust be sent to the appropriate Regional
Office of the Texas Air Control Board. See Instructions for a list of Regional Office
locations.

Regional Office (city) st to R L..n lJ! ,."h

A copy of the application and all at+acets must be sent to each local city/county air
pollution control program having urisdict on of your'facility. Please call the TACS
Regional Office -for information about local program in your area.

Copy lent to these local programs 1.
(XJ-IWZ AMLCAA. 2.

I. 1, 7c i7  ee( '-Senir jrj en ' ;eer-
CaNu - P os" IWng or- tary TItis r, Ponw ser, PMsm, Iarmt Inwmeat Oirectori

state that I have knowledge of the facts herein st forth and that -the same are true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I further state that to the best
of my knowledge and belief, the project for which this application ks-ade will not
in any way violate any provision of the Texas Clean Air Actr Capter 382 -of the Texas
Health and Safety Code, as amended, or any of the Rules and Regulations' of the Texas
Air Control Board or- any locai govermental ordinance or resolution enacted pursuant
to the Texas Clean Air Act. .

oate4 2 Signature -

NOTE - ORIGINAL SIGNXTYT MDTNT T9 orntu1vrnftmft A.
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APPENDIX C

JEEP RECOVERY SYSTEMS

SUMMARY ONE YEAR PRO-FORMA
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Jeep Recovery Systems, Inc.

SWmUARY
ONE YEAR PRO-FORMA

200 TPD Processing/Recycling System
52,000 TPY (2 shifts/day & 5 days/wesk)

Capital Cost:
Process ipment w/contingency $1,002,6
Other Equipment $189,0
Building/ Construction $*44113

Sub Total $2,632,9

94
00
00

94

Contingency

Engineering,
Construction Management,
Project Development

I. Total Capital Cost

Debt Service 15 Yrs 0 7-3/4%

Operating & Maintenance:
Labor
Senef its
tilities & Fuel
Equip Maint
G &A
Miscellaneous

Total

2. Total Annual Expanses:

Revenues:
Recclables
Fue Sales

Total Annual Revenue:

Cashf low:

Breakeven Tipping Fee:

$163 ,030

$650,00
wmmm44,i
$3,446,024

$396,465

$575,480
$144,957
$291, 383
$142,932

$46,560
$156,000

$1,357,313

$1,753,778 $33.73 /Ton

v/ruLtLales w/o FuelSales
$996,840 $996,840
$772,179 $0

$1,769,019 $34.02 $996,840 $19.17

$15,242 ($756,938)

($.29)/Ton $14.56 /Ton

52
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ANNUAL OPRATING A AnKTENANCE COST
200 TPD SYSTEM

General & Administrative:
Office Supplies
Printinq
Postage
Telephone
Travel
Insurance Lia., Cas., Lif*
Professional Services
Janitorial Supplies
Miscellaneous

433.3 tons

S/Menth
$100

$75
$30

$300
$200

$1,667
$500
$175

Su Total

$30.00

Sub Total

TOTAL ANNUAL COST o OPERATIONS

$200
$900
$360

$3,600
$2,400

$20,000
$6,000
$2100

$10 , 000

$46,560 /yr

$156,000

$156,000 /yr

$1,357,313 /yr

NOTES:

will vary from state to state2 based on an average of 30 qualified employees annually

Miscellaneous:
Landfill of
inerts, etc.
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AZIEAL OPEATING & MAfITENANCE COST
200 TPD SYSTEM

Personnel:
Labor

1
1
3'

2
2
2
2
2
3
9

24

51

Benefits

Admnixtration
Managqer
Secr/Recept/Scale Clerk
Bookkeeper

Bobcat Loader Oper..
Forklift Oper.
Truck Drivers
Baler Oper.
Laborers * $4.50 /hr
Pickers 1 $4.50 /hr

Wo:'iman's ccmp Admin.
Workman's Camp - Plant
FCAk
State Unamployment
Federal Unemployment
Health Insurance

$30, 000
$15,000
$18, 000

$25, 000
518,500
16, 0ooo

$10,400
$10,400
$10,400
$10,400

$9,360
$9,360

Sub Total

.21%
6.00%
7.'65%
2.70%4L

.935%2
$150 /person/mo 2

Sub TOt-I

Total - Personnel Expense

Utilities & Fuel:
Electricity
Water
Gas

nits /manth
272,480 wVi

175 mqal
1 lot

i/flng
$.070

$25.00

Sub Total

Eq'.ipinent Maintenance:
Bobcat Loader & Fork Lift
Baq Splittar
Trinmel
Can Crushar
Tub Grinder
Inerts Separator
Burner
Pelletizer & Metar Sin
Baler
3a;house & Fan
28 Conveyors
Truck Scales
Instruentation

Sub Total

Total Annual 0 & M Cost

Total Salarion
$30,000
$15 , oo
$18,000

$25,000
$17,nnn
48,ooo

$20,800
$20,800
$20,800
$31,200
$84,240

$224,640

$575,480 /yr

- $132
$29,249
$44 , 024
$15,538

$2,014
$54,000

$144,957 /yr

$720,437 /yr

$228,883
$52,500
$10,000

$291,383 /yr

$4,000
$1,000
$6,175

$600
$25,002
$4,455
$3,000

$70,000
$500

$2,000
$21,000

$500
$5,000

$142,932 /yr

p1,154,752 /yr



CAPITAL COST
200 TPD SYSTEM

PROCESS EQUIPMENT
Trommel
Can Crusher
Tub Grinder
Inerts Separator
Burner
Cyclone/Dryer
Meter Bin/Pelletizer
Baghouse w/Fan
Sorting Stations
Instrumentation
Conveyors

Sub Total
Contingency *

Total Process Equipment

OTHER EUIMNT
Bobcat Loader
Forklift
Glass Crusher
Baler & Conveyor

44ruck Scale
Bins
Spare Parts

Total Other Equipment

process Equipment Installation
Crane Rental
Process Electrical
Environmental Control Electrical
Building:

structure & Office Bldg
Lighting
HVAC - ventilation
Plumbing
Fire Protection system
Concrete Floor
Equipment Foundations

42,000
40,200
40,200
40,200

40,200
40,200

55

$123,500
$21,000

$109,640
$27,700
$100,000
$102,000
$228,000
$29,700
$24,800
$45,000

$100,000

$911,540
10% $91,154

$1,002,694

$19,000
$20, 000
$5,000

$70,000
$30,000
$15,000
$30,000

$189,000

/ /Set Ft
$19.57
$4900
$3.00
$1.12

$2.50
$2.00

TOTAL OTHfR EQUIPMENT, INSTALLATION, ELECTRIC, BUILDING

Contingency 10*0%

TOTAL PROCESS EQUIPMENT

Sub Total

Engineering,
Construction Management,
Project Development

GRAND TOTAL

$30, 000
$5, 000

$42,000
$15,000

$822,000
$160,800
$120,600
$45,000
$20,000

$100,500
$80r400

$1,441,300

$1,630,300

$163,030

$1,002,694

$2,796,024

$650,000

$3,446,024
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